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Term 1  
The children in Year two are settling down really well this term and have enjoyed their first few 
weeks in their new class. These first few weeks are primarily about the teachers getting to know the 
children and completing some initial assessments. 
On Monday 20th September we begin our Dinosaur Detective learning expedition, this is a way of 
learning which enables the children to immerse themselves into a topic across many areas of the 
curriculum and for the teachers to follow and respond to the children’s interests. 
 
English  

Every Monday, all children will be taking part in our “Big Read” work which will involve reading a 
variety of books including fiction, facts and poetry. They will be completing work on settings, 
characters, story structure and comprehensions. A big part of reading in Year two is reading with 
understanding and discussion of story plots. It is for this reason that we are reluctant to race 
children through the reading levels and are very mindful that they will need to be able to accurately 
answer questions about the texts they read. On Monday, the children will be introduced to our 
reading skill characters and will bring home a bookmark to explain which skill each character 
represents. Please use these to guide and consolidate your child’s understanding of these core skills. 
 
 
During the next two weeks the children will be developing their non-fiction writing skills. The children 

will be writing statements about dinosaurs using conjunctions such as “because” and “so that” to add 
detail to their writing and focusing on using the correct punctuation. They will use these new skills to 
complete a “Big Write” which will involve writing their own information text using lots of new and 
interesting vocabulary. 
The following two weeks will be a fiction block, where the children imagine they are in the land of 
the dinosaurs. To end our work on Dinosaurs, we will be having a Dinosaur WOW day on Thursday 
21st October where we will be making 3D dinosaurs, masks and many other fun dinosaur related 
activities. It would be great if the children could come to school on that day wearing green /brown 
clothes or dinosaur themed clothes. 
 
Spelling booklets have been given out today so please check your child’s bag.  The first test will be on 

Friday September 24th. From then on children will be tested every Friday in school and will be 
expected to bring in their booklets on this day to be checked. Every week reading records will be 
checked and stickers given out to those who read at home regularly.  
 
In year two the children change their own books when they finish them. 
 
Maths 
We will be learning all about number, place value, addition and subtraction. Can you please help by 
counting regularly with your child in 2s, 5s and 10s and help them count up to 100 forwards and 
backwards. Dinosaur problems will stimulate the children’s problem solving and 3D and 2D shapes will 
be covered in creating 3D dinosaurs. Measuring dinosaurs again brings maths lessons alive as the 

children start to understand the extraordinary sizes and weights of the dinosaurs.  
 
Science  
The children will be studying food chains, life cycles habitats and animal bodies in the land of 
dinosaurs.  
 
Geography  
We will be exploring the Jurassic landscape and learning about volcanoes. We will also be learning 
when the children will have a talk from a fossil expert, become a fossil finder themselves and make a 
fossil. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
Art and design technology 
The children will be painting and drawing dinosaurs in a range of different ways including paint, 
pastels and designing their own 3D dinosaur models. They will focus on primary and secondary 

colours and use these in their art work 
 
 
As you can see we have a really exciting term ahead. The children really will become Dinosaur 
experts. On October 15th we are hoping to have an exciting visitor to our school… details to follow. 
 
 
 
Parent help 
Year 2 are welcoming parent helpers into the classroom from Monday 4th October. Please visit the 
office to fill in the relevant forms should you wish to help and discuss with your class teacher when 

it is best to come in. 
 
School trips and visits 
 
Our trips and visitors may still be a little restricted or limited this year. If you would like to support 
your child learning by taking them on visits yourselves or talking/reading with them about our topics 
then that would be a good way to support your child’s learning if you have the time. We are hoping to 
have the Dinosaur workshop this term but a visit to Bristol museum would also support this topic.  
If you have a planned trip to London then The Great Fire of London and Florence Nightingale could 
be incorporated into the visit (two topics we cover this year in History). Our final topic in Term 6 is 
about Castles so any trip to a castle would also be of benefit to inspire their learning. 

 
Milk and Fruit 
 
Please remember to send in a named water bottle and daily fruit (which the children now have after 
lunch). Sign up to our milk scheme if you can, all this helps children concentrate better. 
 
Please email your class teacher with any problems at all. We are always happy to see you but if 
query is non urgent, please could you save it until after school when we can give you more time. 
 
 

 
Many thanks for all your support so far this term getting the children ready for school 

Year two teachers 
 
 


